Date

August 28, 2013

To

San Fernando Valley Service Council

From

Scott Page, Service Planning Manager

Subject

Staff’s Review of Past Chair Kymberleigh
Richards’ Email, “Proposed Resource
Recovery Strategies for Funding Line 588X”

At the April 3, 2013 meeting of the San Fernando Valley Service Council, a detailed
presentation that highlighted travel demand data from the San Fernando Valley to
Westwood and Century City was made. The report was in response to a joint motion of the
SFV and Westside-Central Service Councils that directed staff to study a proposed new
express line to operate from the north Van Nuys Bl corridor to Westwood via the I-405
Fwy. The Sherman Oaks Neighborhood Council also asked that the report include a
possible route extension to Century City, which was provided.
Data summarized from a number of sources highlighted the lack of travel demand to the
Westside in general, including Metro’s own Line 761, where only 22% of the total daily
patrons boarding along Van Nuys and Ventura Bls travel between the Valley and
Westwood. A large number of patrons (approximately 400+) board at the intersection of
Ventura and Sepulveda Bls. Despite the fact that presented data lacked travel demand
from the East Valley to Westwood, Ms. Richards’ further directed staff to continue
studying a proposed schedule and cost associated with implementation of the proposed
Line 588x.
A few days after the meeting, this action was followed up via an email from Ms. Richards
to Service Planning titled “Potential Resource Recovery Strategies for Funding Line 588x.”
The list contains her proposals to fund the operation of Line 588x by reducing existing
services, eliminating route segments, consolidating lines, and creating new shortline
services in the Valley; a copy is shown in Attachment A. Ms. Richards’ list was
subsequently forwarded to all Service Council members for their review.
The following pages document each proposed strategy (as listed in Ms. Richards’ email),
followed by a Metro recommendation and detailed information explaining the
recommendation.
Staff will return to the Service Council in the future with a more in-depth review of the
Ventura, Sepulveda, Reseda and Van Nuys Bls services and how they may work with the
proposed Line 588x. Proposed schedules and budget will also be included.

1.

Reduced service levels on replacement for Line 761 between Sherman Oaks and
Westwood
KR Proposal: “Given the data shared with the SFV Council on April 3, we would not have
to have the same service level on the new Sepulveda Blvd. local service as we presently
provide with Line 761. We could likely fund one round trip on Line 588X for every two Line
761 trips we don’t have to replace.”
Metro Response: This proposal is under consideration.
Without knowing just how many patrons would ride Line 588x, headways on for local
service between the Valley and Westwood would not be heavily modified until actual
ridership shifts can be monitored. The travel data (Zip Code Travel Data, Century City
Transportation Demand Management Survey, Metro On-Board Survey Results, City of Los
Angeles Person Trip Distribution Data, and Metro Household Travel Survey) presented at
the April 2013 does not show a strong Valley to Westwood commute travel pattern today.
It does show a strong east/west pattern of travel both within the Valley and Westside,
indicating why the Metro Orange Line and Metro Rapid Line 720 are so heavily patronized.
Of the total patronage on Metro Rapid Line 761, only 22% travel over the Sepulveda Pass
to Westwood. Ridership indicates 78% of the patronage is staying on Van Nuys. LADOT
Line 573 shows a similar travel pattern, with only 34% of their Valley boardings traveling
over the Sepulveda Pass to Westwood.
The proposed route also by-passes Sherman Oaks, a popular destination with an unofficial transit hub (Ventura and Sepulveda) which would still require Line 761 to operate
on Ventura Bl as far Sepulveda Bl. Approximately 420 boardings each day on Line 761
occur at this intersection. The residents of Sherman Oaks have indicated they also want
an express route to Westwood.
Staff will return to the Service Council in the future with a more in-depth review of the
Ventura, Sepulveda, Reseda and Van Nuys Bls services and how they may work with the
proposed Line 588x.

2.

Elimination of Line 237 duplicative segments on Victory Blvd. (Line 164) and Van Nuys
Blvd. (Line 233)
KR Proposal: “We almost did this in the June, 2008 service change program, but that was
the one the Board cancelled by increasing the bus operations budget. The duplication is
carrying fewer than 15 passengers per trip and we use about one RSH per round trip
between Woodley Station and Sherman Oaks.”
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Metro Response: This proposal is not recommended.
There are no viable turnaround route options or layover spaces. In the eastbound
(southbound Woodley) direction, since the service would not travel to Vann Nuys Bl, there
would be 161 forced transfers. Of this number, almost 100 patrons daily board and alight
at Ventura Bl. If a Woodley patron desired to reach Ventura Bl, three buses would be
required to complete what is now a one bus trip. In addition, some Line 237 bus trips are
interlined with Line 158 at the Ventura/Moorpark layover, saving operating resources,
which would be lost with this proposal.
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2a.

Midday interline of Lines 237 and 239; cancellation of midday Line 239 Encino-CSUN and
Mission Hills-Sylmar Station segments
KR Proposal: “We almost cancelled midday Line 239 service in the June, 2007 service
change program, but only cancelled the weekend service. Ridership to/from Sylmar
Station and along White Oak Ave. is extremely light during middays and eliminating those
route segments outside of peak hours would allow a shortline Line 239 service to operate
interlined with Line 237, recovering one RSH per round trip. (Also see John Singleton’s

idea to reroute Line 239 from Rinaldi St. to Chatsworth St. between Louise Ave. and
Sepulveda Blvd., which would recover a few extra minutes per trip to make the schedule
work on a hourly clock headway.)”
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Metro Response: This proposal is not recommended.
Cancellation of the segment of Line 239 between Sylmar Station and Mission Hills during
the weekday midday would eliminate direct service to Facey Medical Center, Holy Cross
Medical Center (a major Valley hospital), as well as the North Valley Occupational Center.
Between the hours of 9AM and 3PM, there were 94 ons and 163 offs northbound, and 125
ons and 47 offs southbound. Line 239 also provides a valuable link between Sylmar, San
Fernando and the north San Fernando Valley. In addition, Line 239 is interlined with Line
236 at Sylmar Station during the midday so that canceling the Line 239 segment would
result in an inefficient schedule on Line 236 with long midday layovers at the station.
Rerouting Line 239 to Chatsworth Street would also create a gap in service since there
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would be no service on Rinaldi St between Louise Av and Sepulveda Bl and would
eliminate service to Kennedy High School.
3a.

Consolidation of east-west service in SE Valley (Lines 154, 155, 156, 183)
KR Proposal: “These four lines operate on half-mile spacing from each other and
unnecessarily divide what would be good ridership for two lines. Three components to
restructuring:
•
•
•

Line 183 cancelled west of North Hollywood Station and instead operates back to
Burbank as a shortened Line 154 via Burbank Blvd.
Interline Lines 155 and 156 in Sherman Oaks.
Operate the Line 154 service between Van Nuys and Tarzana only during weekday
peak hours as a branch route of Line 156 (157). 15 RSHs/day recovered from Line
154 changes, 20 RSHs/day from Line 183. (Resources used for the 155-156 interline
taken into account.)”

Metro Response: These proposals are not recommended.
The combined above proposals below will:
A) Interline Lines 154 and 183 at North Hollywood Station via Burbank Bl, creating a Ushaped route operating just from Burbank to North Hollywood. This cannot be
operated as a 40 foot bus (the smallest bus Metro currently directly operates) cannot
complete the turn from northbound Lankershim Bl to eastbound Burbank Bl (a test
trip has been performed on this before).
Should this turn have been possible, the route segment from Burbank and Edison
Bls to Lankershim and Burbank Bls would have been cancelled, affecting 164
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boardings and alightings in this route segment. The photo below shows the
intersection and proposed turning movement.

B) Cancel the Line 154 segment on Oxnard St with no replacement service from
Hollywood Way and Edison/Oxnard Sts to Kester Av, a distance of 6.3 miles with 855
passenger ons and 787 passengers offs in this segment.
C) Cancel a Line 154 segment in the base period on Burbank Bl from Kester Av to
Burbank Bl and Yolanda Av (just west of Reseda Bl) a distance of 5.5 miles and with
86 passenger ons and 79 offs in the base period. Cancelling Line 154 base service
will eliminate access to destinations in the Sepulveda Dam recreation area, leaving a
very large area unserved. In addition, during a previous Public Hearing held to
consider canceling Line 154 weekend service, residents on Burbank Bl living west of
Van Nuys Bl testified they would have no means to access jobs east of Van Nuys Bl.
While ridership west of Sepulveda is not heavily utilized, it serves as a life-line service
for transit dependents. Cancelling this service in the base period would be a disservice to residents with no other means to access transportation.
D) Cancel the Line 183 segment on Magnolia, with no replacement service from North
Hollywood Red Line Station to Sepulveda Bl, a distance of 6.2 miles, and with 799
passenger ons and 793 offs in this segment.
E) Operating the Line 154 route portion west of Kester Av in peak periods only as part
of Line 156 (new route 157) will eliminate a one seat ride from Tarzana to Downtown
Burbank, causing a forced transfer. Operating a peak hour only service would
eliminate mid-day service and further reduce productivity of the line. In the base
period between 9AM and 3PM, there are 67 ons and 64 offs. A 5.5 mile route
segment, there would be no service in the base period.
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F) Interlining Line 155 and 156 will create an extremely complex line that will have two
different routes in the peaks (referring to the new route 157 above). Adding to the
complexity of interlining the two routes, Line 156 has on-time performance issues
that would impact the quality of service on Line 155. Further, Lines 96 and 155 have
been scheduled to provide convenient transfer connections in Burbank, which would
also be negatively affected. This proposal also is lacking a recommendation as to
what to do with the Line 155 portion of route from Universal Station to downtown
Burbank.
3b. Elimination of Line 183 between Burbank and Glendale
KR Proposal: “We have considered this during service change programs in 2005, 2007,
2008 and 2011. The service is duplicative of our Line 94 and several Glendale Beeline
services, and the only significant non-duplicated segment is in Burbank north of their
downtown, which averages one on/off per trip. One RSH recovered for every trip that does
not have to operate this segment.”

Metro Response: This proposal is not recommended.
In the proposed route segment, there are 787 passenger ons, and 880 offs. While some of
the route is duplicated, many would be forced to transfer at least once, and the Kenneth
Rd area would have no service.
During the 2011 Public Hearing process, Metro received a letter from the City of Burbank
stating that the Transportation Commission was not in favor of cancelling the service from
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Burbank to Glendale, as well as in the hillside community. A copy of the letter can be
found in Attachment B (see second page).
Currently, the City of Glendale is preparing to conduct a Line by Line survey of the
Glendale Bee Line. The City will also include conducting origin/destination studies at
locations where Metro lines cross or duplicate Glendale Bee Lines. A focus of their study
will be Line 183 patrons. Based on the ridership figures from Burbank to Glendale, it
would not be prudent to make service changes without this information. While Line 183
does traverse streets served by Metro and Glendale Bee Line, these are broken segments
of routes, not an entire route segment. Therefore, a patron boarding Line 183 at the North
Hollywood Red Line Station today destined, for example Colorado Bl and Adams St in
Glendale, would have to take three buses.
4.

Merger of Lines 750 and 741: elimination of Line 240 Ventura Blvd, segment with Line 150
headway adjustments
KR Proposal: “Merger of Lines 750 and 741; elimination of Line 240 Ventura Blvd.
segment with Line 150 headway adjustments: Line 741 is extremely short and Line 750 has
less usefulness to passengers since the Orange Line began operations. Combining the
two Rapid lines will eliminate the need to operate Line 240 along Ventura Blvd. and the
difference in running times between the local and the Rapid will result in one RSH
recovery per six trips replaced. (There is also likely to be some recovered resources from
scheduling Lines 150 and 750 without having to alternate Line 240 trips.)”
Metro Response: This proposal is under consideration.
Ridership on Metro Rapid Line 750 and 150 (Ventura Bl) has declined some since the
opening of the Orange Line. Staff will return to the Service Council in the future with a
more in-depth review of the Ventura, Sepulveda, Reseda and Van Nuys Bls services and
how they may work with the proposed Line 588x.

5.

Elimination of Line 166 segment between Nordhoff and Chatsworth Stations
KR Proposal: “This segment is largely duplicative of Line 245 and the Orange Line
provides connectivity to Chatsworth Station. Line 364 could operate a discharge-only route
westbound mornings and board-only route eastbound afternoons to serve the small nonduplicated route segment along Plummer St. and Owensmouth Ave. Savings of 15
minutes per trip (about 25 RSHs per weekday).”
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Metro Response: This proposal is not recommended.
Staff has previously reviewed this request. There are eight stops between the Chatsworth
and Nordhoff Orange Line Stations. These stops are along a 2.65 mile route segment of
Line 166 which would have no service in the mid-day period under this proposal. Line 245
does duplicates 1.65 miles of the Line 166 route, so one mile of the line would have no
service. For some patrons on the proposed cancelled segment on Line 166 would have to
ride Line 245 north to the Chatsworth Station, and then ride south to the Nordhoff Orange
Line Station to transfer to the Line 166 bus. The proposed change for a patron with a one
seat ride today would have to ride three buses under this proposal. Patrons on Metro Line
158, Santa Clarita Line 791, LADOT Line 419, Simi Valley Line C, and Amtrak would also
lose their one-seat ride from Chatsworth to destinations on Nordhoff St.
In the line segment that would be operated only in the peaks via Limited Line 364, in
comparison, Line 166 has 612 combined all day boardings and alightings, and Line 364
has only 119 combined peak boardings. This shows that demand for Line 166 far exceeds
just the peak periods.
Additionally, Line 166 operates on Saturdays and Sundays. Under this proposal, weekday
patrons would have no mid-day service, but Saturday and Sunday patrons would have
service. This would create a confusing service that is hard to justify; it eliminates service
during the day on a one mile segment, and forces a transfer when the patron is practically
at their destination.
This proposal also undermines Metro Board directed Motion 79. Service Planning and
Scheduling Staff have worked with Metrolink to better coordinate bus service at the
Chatsworth Station to train arrivals. Eliminating the eastbound Metrolink train to
southbound Line 166 connection would be detrimental to the spirit of the Motion, as well
as to the patrons.
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6.

Shortlining midday Line 90-91 service to end in Glendale, eliminating duplication with
Line 94
KR Proposal: “Same as the late night service operation; still maintains weekday peak hour
service and extra capacity between Glendale and downtown Los Angeles. About one RSH
recovered per round trip that does not operate to/from Terminal 28.”
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Metro Response: This proposal is not recommended.
Staff has previously reviewed this request. Ending service in Glendale does save
approximately 35 minutes in running time, but it will also create an approximate 30
minute layover. Also, the data shown above indicates that between Downtown Los
Angeles and Glendale Bl (a 7.7 mile segment) in the northbound direction, approximately
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60% of the total boardings between 9AM and 3PM continue past the proposed shortline
location at Glendale Bl and San Fernando Rd. Service would have to be added to Line 94
to absorb Line 90 patrons in the cancelled segment, thereby eliminating most if not all of
the anticipated savings.
It should be noted that the San Fernando Service Council recently approved combining
Lines 90 and 290 in Sunland to provide a one-seat ride from downtown Los Angeles to
Olive View Hospital, after years of a forced transfer in Sunland. This proposal would
implement the opposite concept (in a much larger and more negative scale) that was just
approved by the Council and implemented June 23, 2013.
6a.

Restructuring San Fernando Rd. corridor service to eliminate duplication between Lines
94 and 224
KR Proposal: “We duplicate Line 224 with Line 94 between Sun Valley and Sylmar on
weekends, when ridership levels are lower. This uses 20 minutes per trip thus extended
(one RSH recovered for every 1½ round trips).”
Metro Response: This proposal is not recommended.
Staff has reviewed this proposal previously and agrees in theory. However, geographically,
the street configurations, railroad tracks, and lack of sidewalk on the north side of San
Fernando Rd do not provide adequate ADA compliant stop locations that give patrons a
straight transfer. Patrons have to make a long walk or have to backtrack to transfer
between buses. In August, a test trip was conducted around the triangle of San Fernando
Rd, Tuxford Rd, and Lankershim Bl, and again found no viable alternative for stops,
layovers, and transfer locations. Therefore, staff can not recommend implementing this
proposal.
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7.

Shortlining some Line 234 trips to downtown San Fernando (Truman/Maclay)
KR Proposal: “With Line 230 now operating to/from Mission College there is a lesser need
for all Line 234 trips to operate on the narrow residential streets (Borden, 7th) and we
would recover 40 minutes for each trip shortlined in downtown San Fernando (one RSH
per 1½ round trips). The southbound stop at Truman/Maclay is the former Line 94
shortline layover and has a longer stop zone as a result; this can be used to shortline Line
234 trips. (Another possible advantage, if Line 234 is extended to Westwood: Avoidance of
overly long trip lengths by alternating Mission College-Sherman Oaks trips with San
Fernando-Westwood trips on the schedule.)”
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Metro Response: This proposal is not recommended.
Laying over buses at Truman/Maclay is no longer possible, due to lane reconfigurations at
the intersection. Today, Metro bus stops in both directions on Truman St are located in
through traffic lanes.
Line 234 is the fifth most productive SFV line, with a lower Subsidy per Boarding, higher
Boardings per Revenue Service Hour, and higher overall boarding’s than Line 230. Line
230 operates 30-minute headway on a different street alignment as Line 234, which
operates every 20 minutes. While Borden Av is narrow, Metro has a historical presence on
this route alignment. Metro also has received no complaints from residents, who
apparently use the service quite often, as verified by the high number of boardings and
alightings. There are 1,582 passenger ons, and 1,647 passenger offs north of Truman St;
of these high numbers, approximately 200 in each direction are going to Mission College,
which shows this line is an important life line for the residents.
Previously, the SFV Service Council approved an extension of Line 230 to Mission College
(and discontinued Line 634), eliminating a transfer for students to the college. This
proposal will again create an additional transfer for students on Line 234 destined to the
College, and create a wider headway in an area with very high patronage.
Considering the boarding’s along the proposed segment for cancellation, Staff does not
recommend implementing this proposal as a significant number of patrons will be
negatively impacted.
7a.

Cancellation of Line 734 Rapid and establishment of peak-hour Line 334 limited
KR Proposal: “With midday Line 734 service operating at 40-minute headways and Line
234 service operating at 30-minute headways, the Rapid is of limited usefulness and does
not operate at consistent spacing of trips with the local. An all-local schedule is likely to
work better, with some resource recovery from improved scheduling. Retaining limitedstop service in weekday peak hours, when the Rapid and local service runs at a 20-minute
headway for each (10-minute alternating service types) will be easier to schedule as a
branch route service.”
Metro Response: This proposal is under consideration.
Staff will return to the Service Council in the future with a more in-depth review of the
Ventura, Sepulveda, Reseda and Van Nuys Bls services and how they may work with the
proposed Line 588x.
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8.

Cutback of Line 353 at Roscoe Station or cancellation
KR Proposal: “There is already a headway imbalance on Roscoe Blvd. with the alternating
local and limited service, and passengers along the west end of the line (nearly all trips,
with the exception of pull-in/pull-outs, operate to/from Fallbrook/Ventura) would be
better served to/from North Hollywood Station by using the Orange Line at Roscoe
Station. Rerouting Line 353 trips to/from CSUN, creating a one-seat ride at peak hours for
students and faculty using the Red Line will save close to one RSH per roundtrip.”

Metro Response: This proposal is not recommended.
Staff has reviewed this proposal in the past. Re-routing Line 353 to CSUN or cancelling the
limited stop service would not be effective in terms of a cost-savings because additional
trips would still be required west of Reseda Bl on Line 152. The data shows a considerable
number of patrons are still travelling past Reseda Bl, and that during the peak periods, all
buses scheduled west of Reseda Bl are required. West of Reseda Bl, approximately 30%
(2,148) of the total boardings (6,849) on Roscoe Bl are traveling further west. Therefore,
the east and west side of Reseda Bl generates patronage such that if service was reduced
by diverting buses to CSUN, extra buses on Line 152 would be needed.
Another interesting note is that an all-day total of 325 westbound patrons alight at Reseda
Bl. This indicates that demand to CSUN is very low, or the number of transfers at this
location would be much higher. And of the 325 alightings at Reseda Bl, it is not known
whether they are transferring to a northbound or southbound bus, or just walking to their
destination.
From a scheduling perspective, some of Line 353 trips are interlined with Line 152; in
other words, a bus may operate westbound as Line 353, and return eastbound as a Line
152 bus. This is a method used to save operating resources. Finally, the route of Line 152
(Fallbrook/Ventura) to North Hollywood is a considerably longer length than the
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proposed route from CSUN to North Hollywood. This would require the proposed CSUN
branch buses to have long layovers.
9.

Shortlining some Line 233 trips at Orange Line
KR Proposal: “Shortlining some Line 233 trips at Orange Line: If Line 761 becomes a pure
Van Nuys Blvd. Rapid, there will be less need for Line 233 to operate south of the Orange
Line, as only four stops between there and the present south terminal in Sherman Oaks
are not also served by Line 761, and those four stops (Hatteras, Clark, Addison, Hortense)
have very low usage. Running time of approximately 15 minutes along that segment
means one RSH recovered for every two round trips that are shortlined; even if only half of
Line 233 trips are shortlined between 5:00am and 7:00pm, which results in 30 RSHs
recovered per weekday.”

Metro Response: This proposal is not recommended.
Staff has reviewed this proposal in the past; there are inadequate turnaround options as
well as available layover space.
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